
AirGo. The Coolest Party Guest. 
The rugged, 8-ft vertical AirGo™ delivers air flow half the length of a football field, yet 
is quiet enough to carry on a friendly conversation directly in front of the fan. From the 
heavy-duty steel tubing and the rigid screen, to the high efficiency motor and gearbox, 
AirGo is made from all-welded construction by hand for unmatched durability. From 
construction sites to parties, AirGo delivers the breeze without delay – where and when 
you need it most.

* Available without all-terrain package. Call for details.

Rental Tough
  Heavy-duty steel tubing and rigid 

screen construction
  Powder coated “wedding white” for 

resistance to weather and corrosion
Low Maintenance
  Remove top cage quadrant for easy 

cleaning of the motor and airfoils
  Spray with water to keep 

AirGo looking its best 
Simple Operation
  Plug into any 110 V, 15 A receptacle
  Simple variable speed adjustments 

with the push of a button
Low Noise
  Even at full speeds, conversations can 

be conducted easily in front of fan
  8 times quieter than 34 inch high 

velocity fan

Performance
  Approximately 6,000 square feet of 

coverage area
  Cooling breeze measured at 140 ft – 

that’s almost half a football field!
  Produces 3 times more air flow and 

uses 1/3 the energy of a 34 inch high 
velocity fan

All-Terrain Package
  Over-sized tires help AirGo maneuver 

over rough terrain
  Foam filled tires eliminate annoying 

flats and the need to monitor air 
pressure
  Four-wheel steering provides a 

smaller turning radius, improved 
cornering performance and steering 
response for effortless, one-person 
maneuverability



 Technical Specifications
 Dimensions (W x H x D) 98" (2490 mm) x 100" (2540 mm) x 44.5" (1130 mm)

 Cage OSHA compliant

 Controller AirGo variable speed control

 Input power 100-125 VAC, 1 Ol , 15 A

 Motor  0.5 HP (0.37 kW)

 Maximum speed 180 RPM

 Maximum amps 12 A

 Sound level (maximum speed)* 43.2 dBA

 Weight (as shown) 600 lbs (272 kg)

 *dBA as measured 20' from fan center, background noise ~ 33 - 36 dBA
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•  Air speeds are the average velocity  
for each zone

•  Air speeds were measured 67" from  
the floor

•  Perceived cooling (parentheses) based on 
ASHRAE Thermal Comfort Tool (air temp 
85°F, relative humidity 50%, clo 0.5)
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Big Ass fans
800 Winchester Road 
Lexington, KY 40505 
877-BIG FANS  
(877-244-3267) 
www.BigAssFans.com

May be covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents: 6,244,821; 6,589,016; 6,817,835; 6,939,108; 7,252,478; 7,284,960; D587,799; D607,988 and other patents pending.


